Ballroom Dancers’ Federation - Star Championships 2015
This prestigious annual event, the Star Ball, organised by the committee of the Ballroom Dancers’ Federation, was held in the Oaks Hall, in the Duchess’s Stand of the world-famous Epsom Racecourse. The room is large, well lit by variable lighting and set with tables around the dance floor, plus bank seating for a good view. The amenities were first class with a good level of catering for those wishing for an evening's dinner. All those involved in the committee, headed by the chairman Kenny Welsh, have been dancers in their own careers; many holding major Championship titles. Therefore, they are always concerned about the requirements of the actual competitors. A first-class dance floor measuring 25 x 16 m was installed purely for this occasion. The famous Empress Ballroom Orchestra, led by Ashley Frohlick, provided live music. They travelled from Blackpool just for this one event. A good floor and true dance music what dancer could ask for anything more? Yes they could; using a panel of nine adjudicators for the Ballroom events and a different panel of nine adjudicators for the Latin events representing in total eight different countries, provided the final requirement. The excellent knowledge of dance of these eighteen household names has come from their many years of study. They had been previous Champions of their own countries and indeed seven of them had held a World Championship title, now highly respected international coaches of Ballroom or Latin dancing. 

An event such as this requires so many people to fulfil the various roles to create success.  Non-voting chairman of adjudicators, Robert Bellinger. The comperes for the day were David Sycamore and Graham Oswick, who both have such clear diction; they were a great help to couples from so many countries. The recorded music was provided by Paul Fielding, and the scrutineer was Tracey Brooks. The stewards for the day were Steven and Jan Williams. Plus of course the BDF committee for all of the extra work they put in behind-the-scenes to make this a truly spectacular event.

The afternoon session commenced with the Star Professional Ballroom Championship, 57 couples taking part, a really good turnout in what has become a very full year of Professional Championships and competitions. An excellent level of dancing was enjoyed by the knowledgeable audience, which provided a taste of what was in store in the final round.                            
The Professional Ballroom Star Champions for 2015 are Victor Fung and Anastasia Muravyeva, representing USA. (Being placed 1 1 1 1 1) Victor and Anastasia were the outstanding winners of the event by receiving a first-place marking, in each dance, from every judge. They stood out from the first round onwards with their clear style, strength of rhythm and quality of movement. It is always a joy to see how Victor uses his forward posture towards Anastasia, allowing her to create her own musicality and delightful posture.  They were so confident in their floorcraft, providing a non-stop flow and ease through out each figure.  If there is a criticism, it is the sometime use of Victor breaking his Sway line, causing Anastasia's elbow to be higher than her head. Not the most attractive look for a Lady. Victor and Anastasia really show a great togetherness in their partnership, which is very pleasing to see and will certainly help them to fulfil their dreams of being the World Champions. This was the first opportunity we have had to enjoy their competitive dancing in the UK since their unfortunate retirement in the final of the World Championship in November last year. This was due to Victor having a leg injury. However, on this occasion they were back to top form. Using a horse racing term, they were a length ahead of the opposition.

Runners-up were Angelo Madonia and Maria Mitrokhina, representing England.         (Being placed 2 2 2 2 2) A couple that impressed from the first round, particularly in the Quickstep with an electric performance. In fact this was the best-marked dance in the final. Angelo and Maria have developed to the point where their rhythm and ease of movement is obvious in each dance. They created an excellent use of their Head Weights and indeed a visual connection to Maria from Angelo in all of their Line figures. Both of these attributes added greatly to the overall performance. To create an additional aspect to their expertise, the use of Sway in the basic Slow Foxtrot figures should be enhanced in the future.

Into third place Federico Di Toro and Anri Kokkonen, representing England.                (Being placed 3 5 5 3 3) A deserved placing with their good swinging movement in the Slow Foxtrot, receiving the best marks out of the five dances. Federico and Anri gained a small number of second place markings in each dance so they should be pleased with their result. Each dance received a certain degree of respect from the judges, but although, for example, their Quickstep was danced with good changes in choreography, rhythm and movement, they must now practice for a stronger quality of movement through each of the five dances.

Fourth place was taken by Gaetano Lavarone and Emanuella Napolatana, representing Italy. (Being placed 4 3.5 4 4 4) They deserve to be a little disappointed as they lost the third place by just half a point, by tying with another couple in the Tango. Emanuella reacted well to Gaetano’s changes of rhythm in every dance. However, there was a degree of hardness between them, which was most probably created by the slight backward posture used by Gaetano through a number of figures. The transition from steps 1-3 of the Natural Turn in the Waltz into a Pivot needs further study to create more quality of movement. However, improving these criticisms will allow them to fulfil their feeling of rhythm and create the possibility of moving to a higher level of performance.

Taking fifth-place Rudiger Homm and Katia Kanevskaya, representing Italy.  (Being placed 6 3.5 3 5 5) Rudiger and Katia have much to offer as a competitive couple, however performance is not only about the rhythm and technique, but also the endeavour to please both the audience and the judges. Rudiger seems to find it difficult to both maintain a strong eye line and a characteristic facial expression. It is also important to look towards the Lady’s head in many of the Line figures. This adds to showing respect for the Lady and indeed the emotional quality of the presentation and the character of the couple. His great asset is a forward posture towards his Lady, allowing her to dance to the full and enabling them to create an ease and softness of movement.

Gaining sixth-place out of the large entry Gustaf Lundin and Valentina Oseledko, representing Sweden. (Being placed 5 6 6 6 6)  Gustaf and Valentina danced with a light feeling and good use of their feet. Although dancing with a smooth and easy action, they must now be more inventive in their choice of choreography and their performance value to gain higher placing. This does not mean losing the quality already gained, but creating contrasts in both rhythm and movement, being aware of each other and of the audience. Being a competitor it is so necessary to be a performer. As mentioned before: please both the judges and the audience.

The following were recalled into the semi-final. Each couple received marks into the final and achieved the following results. 

Being tied for seventh place in the semi-final, Mikhael Avdeev and Olga Blinova (USA). Gaining 18 marks overall, Mikhael and Olga danced with a good posture and a pleasing shape between them. They have good strength of movement, but Rise and Fall must be studied as it tends to be too abrupt, particularly in Waltz. This is important to gain a better quality of both timing the figures, and indeed to show a better body rhythm through the action. The Quickstep is the dance that received the lowest number of marks, so concentration of practice to this rhythm is essential for gaining a final place in this company.

The other couple tying for seventh place were Steffen Zoglauer and Sandra Koperski (Germany). Also gaining 18 marks, they confirmed their improvement shown in their semi-final result in the World Championship in November last year. Whilst smaller in stature then some of the other semifinalists, they danced with a strong appearance and performance level. Steffen and Sandra have a compact style, suited to the Tango and Quickstep, which were their best dances. If they can lift their performance of the other three dances, by enhancing both the quality of movement and their body rhythm, they will certainly be able to claim a position in the Final next year.

Taking ninth place, Anton Lebedev and Anna Borshch (Canada). They are a tall and elegant couple, and danced a strong Tango, which suited their personality. As with many couples these days, the value of the Swing and Sway in the Natural Turns, is lacking in the Man's backward half. This is noticeable in both the Waltz and Viennese Waltz. Musically, the second bar is normally softer than the first bar, however taking out so much of the Swing and Sway loses the power and strength of the movement. Anton and Anna danced a strong and effective movement in both Tango and Quickstep. In fact, when studying the markings, these were their best-marked dances in the semi-final. By bringing the other three dances up to this level will see them in the final next year.

10th place was taken by Stanislav Zelianin and Irina Cherepanova (Russia). Stanislav and Irina had a quiet and free appearance on the floor particularly suiting their Slow Foxtrot. However with today's muscularity, strength and high-performance level of movement, shown by many couples, they were too quiet in their own performance. They have elegance and dance with an effective shape and ease between them. However, as mentioned in the report of other couples in this Championship, performance is so important. It is not being harder or more aggressive, it is achieved by being focused on each movement and showing the audience how much you enjoy dancing. If they gain these aspects, they will be well on their way to a higher level.

Moving into 11th place, Go Hashimoto and Keiko Onda (Japan). They danced with a pleasing ease and softness, however Go and Keiko must try to develop a personality and an effective change of pace and energy. The Viennese Waltz needs a rethink for Go’s use of head weight and also the length of Swing required in today's dancing. Their best dances were the Waltz and Slow Foxtrot, which seemed to suit their manner and personal requirements. However, to lift themselves to that next level, it is so important to rethink their priorities and really believe that performance in dance is very important.

Taking 12th place in this semi-final, Oscar Pedrinelli and Lenka Koualcikova (USA). In comparing their individual dances, they did create some interesting actions with their body rhythm. However Oscar and Lenka must work very hard on the use of their feet and legs to develop strength of technique that will help them in their competitive career.  In particular, practising to perfect the body shape between them in Promenade Position is very important. The confidence they gain from this aspect will enable them to react quickly, develop strength of personality and indeed it will lift their performance level.

Other couples that caught the eye in the early rounds were:

Igor Mikuchov and Ekaterina Romashikina (USA). They danced with a good flow of movement in each dance, but there were certain problems that restricted them from moving to the semi-final. Igor quite often used an early head turn to the left in backward left turning figures, such as a Feather Finish. This caused a certain tension within the partnership and whilst Ekaterina moved with a good posture, the problem caused a lack of body rhythm between them. They had a good appreciation of Viennese Waltz, as they used their height to advantage, showing a good Swing of movement.

Richard Tonizzo and Claire Hanson (Canada). They are an attractive couple with the ability to move strongly. However, Richard and Claire do need to balance their energy level against that of showing an ease of movement. Sometimes they could be seen as overdoing the energy department, causing a look of stress between them. When this problem is sorted out and therefore they dance with a higher quality of movement, then a semi-final place should be available for them.

Gianni Caliandro and Ariana Esposito (Italy). With their compact style and their Italian dance personality they could easily improve their position. The Tango was their best dance by far, and if they improve the other dances to the same level they will make the semi-final, next year, easily. Gianni and Ariana have developed a good feel of body rhythm between them and that is to be greatly admired. However, their understanding of Swing and Sway needs to be improved to create a lighter and more effective movement across the floor.

Shin Asamura and Emy Toyama (Japan). Danced with elegance and in the Waltz and Slow Foxtrot showed a degree of body rhythm. Indeed these were their best-marked dances. However, Shin and Emy need to work hard on the three dances requiring quicker movement, as their bodies were restricted by their hold. Bill Irvine MBE would have quoted his famous one-liner: "The right hand moves with the Lady’s back, it does not move the Lady’s back." Practising to ensure that Emy can truly satisfy her own feeling of dance and rhythm will surely enable them to attain a higher position next year.

David Klar and Lauren Andlovec. (Australia)   David and Lauren have the typical Australian verve and enthusiasm for Ballroom dancing. They danced with very good Floorcraft and kept the excitement of the rhythm going continuously. It is now searching for the quality of movement, body shaping and rhythm between Man and Lady, and developing their assets of personality and floor presence.

A Professional Championship full of interest and contrasts. Congratulations to both the winners and all the couples who took part.
It was interesting that whilst the Professional Championship had the majority of competitors representing other countries, the Amateur Championship had half the number of competitors representing the United Kingdom. It is hoped that many of these couples will go on to a professional career and be able to represent their country in all the major Championships. The audience was vocal in their support for their favourite couples throughout the afternoon and into the evening rounds.

The Amateur Ballroom Star Champions for 2015 are Stanislav Portanenko and Nataliya Koliada, representing Ukraine. (Being placed 1 1 1 1 1) Whilst winning each dance Stanislav and Nataliya only won the Quickstep with the majority first places. The other four dances they won with the majority of first and second places. They must be congratulated as Champions as they held off the challenge from the second and third place couples. Stanislav and Nataliya danced from the first round with a power of movement, showing a rhythmic feeling for the music and ease of body rhythm between them. The Slow Foxtrot was alive with good changes of shape and rhythm. Their Viennese Waltz showed an understanding of both the techniques of Swing and Sway, and the actual rhythm required in this dance. Now it is important for them to build their quality of movement in each dance to be able to enhance their ability to persuade every judge to award them a first-place mark. With further refinement of all the aspects of dance, Stanislav and Nataliya are on the path for a great career.

Runners up, Eric Li Sicheng and Anna Zhou Mamm, representing England.          (Being placed 2 2 4 2 2) Eric and Anna use the floor space very well, keeping themselves in contention throughout each round. Their movement is strong and generally has a good rhythmic quality. However, Eric can sometimes lose the frame of his hold and allow his elbows to be higher than his shoulders, creating a look of stress, which spoils the immaculate back and shoulder line that is so expected today. They have interesting choreography with contrast of Line and moving figures, which work well with the music. Perhaps it is the stress, created by the shoulder line that causes Eric to produce a rather sharp and quick change of shape in Sway and Head Weight. When these problems have been sorted out, there is a great possibility of them becoming Star Champions next year.

Third place was taken by Andrey Sirbu and Alexandra Hickson, representing England. (Being placed 3 3 2 3 3)  Whilst receiving varying marks from the judges, they did keep a consistency in their dancing to finish third overall. Their best dance, in which they gained second place, was the Viennese Waltz. Andrey and Alexandra produced good technique, allowing rhythmic Swing and quality movement. However, Andrey was guilty of allowing a slight backward posture in many of the figures in their choreography, creating a hardness in his back line. (Unfortunately a problem for many couples of today). Of course this makes the Lady’s movement more difficult and she tends to lose the fullness of her own requirement of shape and body rhythm. In the Slow Foxtrot the rhythm from the end of a Feather Step or Feather Finish into a figure such as a Fallaway Reverse Turn, needs to be improved to match their other movements in this dance. Looking forward to seeing you dance once again in next year’s Star Ball.

Into fourth place Vladimir Rudko and Mariia Hirvonen, representing Finland. (Being placed 4 4 3 5 5)  Dancing with attractive changes of Rhythm, particularly in the Quickstep, Vladimir and Mariia were challenging for a higher place. There is no doubt they have the ability to create greater quality of movement. One particular problem is that Vladimir drops his left shoulder at the start of each Promenade Position in the Swing dances. This often misplaced his backline and therefore caused stress in Mariia’s body line. Truly understanding how both the skeletal and muscular systems of the body actually work will give an excellent guidance of how to dance stress free with expressive rhythmic movement.

Taking fifth-place Edmund Ault and Aruem Han, representing South Korea. (Being placed 6 5 5 4 4)  Using the floor well and creating an attractive personality throughout, Edmund and Aruem should be congratulated on making this final. They have an ease of movement, so improvement should be possible in all the aspects of technique, hold, movement and musicality. The Waltz was their lowest mark and this was most probably due to their rather abrupt use of the change of Sway, when lowering. There was also a problem in Viennese Waltz with the change of Sway being too early on step 3 of the Natural Turn. Maintaining the right Sway into the commencement of step 4 will give greater flow of movement and a smooth transition of the body weights. Having attained a final place in this year’s Star Championship, their aim must be for an improvement in their quality of movement to attain a much higher place next year.

Gaining sixth-place in the Championship, Markus Hirvonen and Liisa Setala, representing Finland. (Being placed 5 6 6 6 6)  Watching Markus and Liisa dancing you can always appreciate their strong technique in each of the five dances. Competing against so many tall couples, their compact size creates individuality in their actual choreography and performance. To further enhance their dancing, they must find the way in which to enlarge their actual movement across the floor, without taking away the quality they have already developed. Again the use of Sway and the change of Head Weight could be enlarged in order to present a challenge to the taller couples. We wish this attractive couple, regular visitors to the UK to dance in all the major Championships, a great future in their competitive career.

The following were recalled into the semi-final. Each couple received marks into the final and achieved the following results. 

Taking seventh place in the semi-final, Ling Hao Kang and Anran Xing (China). They both danced with very good use of their feet and had obviously been trained to a high standard in the technical department. However, as discussed about a number of other couples in this Championship, Ling must work on his performance level. It is not necessary to have a big smile 100% of the time, but it is necessary to show 'intent' and focus of the eyes, either in the direction of movement or towards Anran’s head. Capturing this aspect of dance will no doubt attract both the judges and the audience to take a greater interest in Ling and Anran, during future Championships.

In eighth place, Stephen Arnold and Yasmin Priestnall. (England) Stephen and Yasmin danced from the first round with a strong sense of purpose and maintained a good shape throughout the Championship. In the Slow Foxtrot they achieve some good musical changes in their chosen choreography. However, Yasmin sometimes gave the impression of being slightly hard in her body. Perhaps Stephen should check the use of his right hand and arm! Through the way they attacked the Quickstep, the excellence of line through their bodies, which the judges are looking for, was sometimes broken. Tidying up these particular aspects of competitive dancing will no doubt give them the possibility of much higher places during this year.

Tying for ninth place, Dmytro Dakhnovski and Anna Sukach. (Ukraine) Whilst Dmytro and Anna dance with an ease of movement, they sometimes lack depth of action: particularly in the Waltz. Their Tango was probably their best dance as they performed this with obvious understanding of the techniques required. Similar to many couples at this level, the Viennese Waltz did not look as practised as the other four dances. There was a sharp look to the change of shape from step three into step four of the Natural Turn. This prevents the beautiful 'floating' appearance of this particular dance. To move into a major final, is definitely possible, if Dmytro and Anna really understand the requirements and then practice, practice, practice.

Also tying for ninth place, James Cutler and Virginie Primeau. (Canada)  Perhaps a couple that gave the adjudicators extra thought. James and Virginie were accurate and 'steady' in each of the dances. Nothing really wrong, well practised, but lacking a feeling of 'look at us.' As mentioned before, in the reports of the dancing above, performance is so important. It is not being outrageous, or creating something new for the sake of it, but selling the dancing to make the judges and the audience look at you, rather than the other couples. Check on your choice of choreography, your rhythm changes, musicality and phrasing, listen to music to see where you can use  'highlights' to create an impact. Finally study the musicality and choreography of the leading professional couples in the world today. Not to copy them, but to understand how to create the above ideas in your own dancing.

In eleventh place, Michael Fosskett and Nika Vlasenko. (England)  Dancing with free movement, they deserved their place in the semi-final, however they must now develop a stronger sense of rhythm to create the character in each dance. In the Quickstep Michael and Nika were full of life and energy. Now is the time to add a few subtle ideas into the choreography to create a strong and balanced performance. During each dance, particularly when dancing Line figures, Michaels back tended to be too “busy.” This created many creases across the back of his tail suit, which is a sure telltale to the judges that all is not well. Commencing the rotation into a Line figure, from the knees and hips, then completing the required shape with the upper body, will be a big help in eradicating this problem.

Tying for 12th place, Freythur Ossurason and Sophie Webb (England) There were many signs of improvement in their dancing, making it possible for them to be semi-finalists. However, Freythur and Sophie still need to correct some obvious errors to help them develop their dancing to become a finalist next year. In the Viennese Waltz, Freythur, caused an ungainly appearance by dancing step five of the Reverse Turn with a loose swinging leg. However, they produced an overall positive effect in this dance. Slow Foxtrot produced problems in balance, particularly in designing the way of creating Sway. This of course affects the flow of movement and the ease of movement for each partner. Creating a more Linear Sway on Feather Steps and the end of a Feather Finish, would obviate this problem. Correcting these problems will give them a much stronger chance of being future finalists.

Also tying for 12th place, Christopher Millward and Victoria Bennett, (England) Christopher and Victoria have a very powerful movement, which unfortunately created a slightly hard look to their body lines. The energy being used is most probably causing a tension in the arms and the hold. Their Slow Foxtrot has an admirable smoothness, which may now be developed to create the particular character and musicality of this dance. It was typically pleasing to see how Christopher and Victoria used their feet, throughout the Quickstep, a very important aspect of Ballroom Dancing, which many couples do neglect. It is obvious that Christopher and Victoria have talent and a feeling for the music. Now is the time to  'dig in', ask many questions to really understand the priorities and then practice until muscular memory is gained.

Other couples that caught the eye in the early round were: 

Sidney Chong and Zang Zhiting (England) They are a tall and elegant couple and controlled their movement very well. Their best-marked dances were the Viennese Waltz and the Slow Foxtrot. If Sydney and Zang can lift the other three dances to the same level they will be easily in the semi-final next year. In Waltz their style and Swing looked attractive and in Tango and Quickstep they captured the character of each dance. However, a certain tension, and therefore hardness, crept in to their bodies. This of course caused a lack of body rhythm, in their individual bodies, and also a lack of body rhythm between them. They have a lot to offer and eradicating this tension will enable them to create progress in their search for perfection.

Kristoffer Melaas and Mette Brandstadmoen (Norway)   Kristoffer and Mette started the Championship with the look of intent and used a powerful action through each dance. However, they have a problem, which at their level of competitive experience is, unfortunately, also seen in many other couples. That is the Man is restricting the Lady with a strong use of his right arm and hand. This may be caused by the Lady moving without feeling the lead from the Man, or caused by the Man holding too tight and not releasing the Lady to find her own balance and fullness of rhythm and shape. Kristoffer and Mette must also practice for smoothness in the use of Rise and Fall. When they have eradicated these problems, their strength of movement, coupled with some of the interesting changes of choreography they used, will see them grow in stature over the next year.

Brandon Stanley and Anna Pysmenna (England)  Brandon and Anna danced with an accurate technique in most departments, however they must try now to enhance the length of movement across the floor in each Swing dance. The length of movement used by today's leading dancers, is probably greater than ever before, however this must be achieved without sacrificing the softness and elegance required of the dancers. Using a stronger knowledge of Swing and Sway, with the Flight and smoothness of weight change, will help Brandon and Anna to achieve far better results in the future.


An enjoyable and entertaining event, in which the audience were enthusiastic in their support for their favourite couples. It was also pleasing to see how many took part in the general dancing and were able to enjoy moving to the sound of live music.

Hope to see you in January 2016 for the next BDF Star Ball and Championships.

The report of the Professional and Amateur Latin American Championships will follow in a later edition of Dance News.

